Shoot Description Sheet
Please read “Completely” and let me know if you have any questions
This Modeling Opportunity is open to Beginning and Experienced models who are looking to add some great new
“Outdoor” looks to their portfolios. I’m seeking models who are “Reliable and Dedicated” and will make the
commitment to “Show Up” at their scheduled shoot time. Shoot dates are Very Limited, Serious Models only Please!
Here is a Shoot Description Sheet for your review. This is a No Cost "Outdoor" TFP shoot that will be shot in
Chatsworth, so please be sure that you have reliable transportation before accepting this opportunity. It will be a 3
hour shoot. Start times are 9:45am and 1:45pm. Please be “at least” 15 minutes early so we can complete the
paperwork before the shoot. Please arrive “Shoot Ready”. Shoot dates have not been set yet.
My "goal" for this shoot is to create at least 4 - 6 new "looks" for your portfolio that will show other photographers,
designers and directors your skills, versatility, and confidence. Much depends on the outfits you bring and your attitude
during the shoot. I am "Very Up Front" about my "Style" of shooting, so that there are no surprises during the shoot!
Please Review the photos in my Portfolio once again. What you see there is what we will be shooting!
You will be directed through a series of poses that are designed to “challenge” and showcase your modeling skills and to
“push” your comfort zone to create some great new looks for your Portfolio. We will NOT be shooting Full Nudes. There
will be only “Beginner Level Nudity” like you see in my Portfolio. Poses will include Open shirts, Implied poses with and
without shirts, Non-Revealing Implied Nude poses and some fun, sexy and tasteful Topless poses, so be ready to step
up and have a Fun and Productive shoot.
My #1 goal is "Victoria Secret meets nature". I want to show that sexy Lingerie and Bra/Panty sets look even "Hotter"
when out in the woods. So bring 2 or 3 of your Sexiest "matching" bra/panty sets in black and other colors and 1 or 2
lingerie outfits and I will create various poses that will show off your "Sexy" side. Bring a nice set of heels.
My #2 goal is "Fashion in the Woods". Bring a couple of nice dresses that you "really look Hot in" and we will shoot in
the beautiful trees and rocks to capture some really nice looks for your portfolio.
My #3 goal is to create some “Edgy, Daring and Sexy” looks by mixing the Sexy lingerie with shirts and Jeans, so
bring a couple of nice “button up” the front blouses or shirts, long jeans and jean shorts and maybe a long flowing skirt. I
want to create some looks that will really stand out in your portfolio.
My #4 goal is "Sports Illustrated in the Woods". So bring a couple of 2-piece swimsuits and I'll create some really nice
swimsuit poses for you.
My #5 goal is “Western Ware”. Country is BIG in California and catalog work is available to petit as well as 6’ tall
models. I have hats so you need to bring a country style shirt and bring boots if you have them.
My #6 goal is to add new looks to my "Woodland Nymph series". (see my portfolio) you will wear a long white flowing
skirt and flower headdress, No shirt. We will create some Playful and Innocent looks and give you a chance to do a little
"improv" acting and show off your skills at bringing a character to life.
My #7 goal is to create some "Artistic Implied Nude" looks. (see my Tasteful Implied Nudes “LIST” on my MM profile
page for sample ideas) No clothing, Non-revealing poses.
I will be shooting a lot of Head Shots, 1/2 and 3/4 shots and Full body shots to capture the beautiful backgrounds that
we will be shooting in. These are going to make great portfolio additions.
One of my personal goals is to bring out some real "attitude" in the model to show her abilities and versatility. I do this
with facial expressions and body language, so be ready to be Challenged! You will receive (10) Digital Photos.
You may bring 1 "female" friend if you like.
Since this is an outdoor shoot, the model will need to “carry in” everything she brings with her. So pack everything in 1 or
2 bags you can "comfortably" carry. There is a 15 minute walk to the shoot site on a dirt trail, so wear walking shoes and
bring a bottle of water.
There are no restroom or changing area at the shoot site.
Model will do her own make-up, hair and nails. Hair should have a more curly and wild look. Don’t use too much
“product” in your hair. It needs to be easy to work with.
Please let me know if you have any questions. I want everything up front and all questions answered before the shoot so
everything goes smoothly. A model release is required and I will need to see your drivers license for proof of age.
Contact me with questions at: Steve@fantasyphotography.net.

